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Abstract. Today, people grow older than some decades ago. This in-
evitably leads to an increasing number of commercial players in the
healthcare domain. Privacy is a major concern in many eHealth appli-
cation, especially when sensitive personal data is stored in databases.
This paper presents a secure, fair and privacy-preserving solution to en-
force the patient’s privacy preferences on his or her personal medical
records. The proposed cryptographic tools and protocols are thoroughly
explained. Moreover, a prototype implementation validates the concept.
Finally, it is shown that a convenient, modular and generic system based
on lightweight cryptographic primitives can be realized as proposed.

1 Introduction

As the present day population is growing older than ever before [16], the need for
better healthcare services is drastically increasing [16]. Though companies are
seeking a role in the scene, traditions, strict liabilities and governmental health-
care institutions (GHI) constrain commerical initiatives. Furthermore, they are
discouraged due to strict security and privacy regulations [13] and legislation
on personal medical information (PMI). Given these considerations, this paper
presents a generic and applicable PMI storage approach for commercial health-
care providers (CHPs).

Since the ambient medical assistance and monitoring systems [11] [12] cover
a wide range of challenges, our solution is exemplified in this domain. In such
systems, patients are continuously monitored while data is gathered by an au-
tonomous device. The device can be seen as a sink that receives data from
several sensors in the house, or as a mobile device that receives input from sen-
sors attached to the patient’s body. The gathered data is then sent to the CHP
headquarters for further analysis. PMI records can only be released with the pa-
tient’s consent or by jurisdiction. These permissions can be specified in a privacy
preference language.
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The PMI is analyzed by software and/or by data nurses at the headquarters.
A report and a summary of monitored values are generated and stored to support
the medical professionals’ diagnosis. In most scenarios, CHPs mediate between
the patients and the medical professionals.

According to current regulations, PMI records may only be viewed by the
GHIs and by the patient’s physician [13]. Thus, the above described situation
does not comply to the regulation if the PMI records are kept unencrypted in the
commercial databases. On the other hand, if the patients’ privacy preferences
were cryptographically enforced in commercial databases, CHPs would be able
to store and manage the PMI. This approach has two clear advantages. First,
it offers opportunities for commercial eHealth organizations, enabling outsourc-
ing PMI storage and management. Second, it centralizes data storage, easing
adaptation of security and privacy mechanisms on the PMI.

When the commercial players are invited to the scene, issues of accessibility of
emergency physicians, patients’ and physcians’ privacy concerns, and statistical
analysis should be considered in detail.

Emergency physicians must have easy access to the PMI records in the CHPs’
databases without the patient’s prior consent. For instance, the first emergency
physician reaching the location of a car accident must be able to receive the
medical history of the injured people by using proper identification, even if such
PMI records would be inaccessible under normal circumstances.

Furthermore, the patients’ and the physicians’ privacy concerns should be con-
sidered by CHPs. In the proposed solution, independent from CHPs’ behaviour,
privacy is preserved by two measures. First, database access is fairly monitored.
Appropriate logging prevents repudiation and makes entities accountable. Sec-
ond, the identities and relationships of any set of users is kept secret. Neverthe-
less, it is possible to disclose the hidden identities to a legal authority in case of
a dispute.

Statistical analysis has two sides. On one hand, the PMI is strictly private as
its name states. It seems reasonable to let people decide whether to share their
medical records with researchers. Moreover, statistical data may ease violating
privacy. On the other hand, people are not allowed to keep their PMI secret
if such behaviour may cause public risks. Therefore, statisticians (researchers),
as trustworthy officers of GHIs, are legally allowed to view patients’ medical
records. Based on these principles, statistical analysis and research access is ren-
dered necessary for two reasons in this study. First, epidemics can be foreseen and
preventive measures can be carried out. These studies end up with better pub-
lic healthcare policies. Second, patients’ non-identifiable PMI can be analyzed
to detect critical health conditions. Such critical conditions, as in quarantine
incidents, may lead to identity disclosure by GHIs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the primitive building
blocks will be described and assumptions will be explained. Section 3 presents
the proposed solution. Evaluation and related work are explained in sections 4
and 5. Finally, this paper ends with general conclusions.
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2 Primitives and Assumptions

2.1 Cryptographic Primitives

Apart from the symmetric cryptography and PKI infrastructure, some more
advanced cryptographic primitives are used in the paper. They are explained
in this section. A pseudonym defines a random number that corresponds to a
real identity. In the proposed scheme, such a random number is included in a
certificate as a credential, together with properties linked to the pseudonym.
The pseudonym certificate is signed by the entity that issues the pseudonym to
the identity.

A cryptographic hash chain is an iterative application of a cryptographic hash
function to an initial message. A master key, which is a symmetric key of n bits,
is used as the initial message in a hash chain. By selecting a hash algorithm that
produces an output of n bits, a series of keys can be generated. To illustrate
this principle: assume hash(m) = h means that the hash of message m is h and
the zth power of the hash(•) function implies z successive repetitions. Thus,
hash2(m) defines hash(hash(m)). So, to calculate the zth secret key Kz, based
on the master key M , one can use the equation Kz = hashz(M) [8] [15].

This approach has a very useful advantage for the proposed scheme. If someone
knows (1) any of the intermediate keys, (2) the hash algorithm used, (3) the index
of the intermediate key (say, zth), he or she can calculate all the following keys.
However, the desired feature in the proposed scheme is its reverse. When an
intermediate key is known, all previous keys must be computable. To achieve
this, upper limits are introduced and the indexes are subtracted from the upper
limit, expressed formally in a formula: if L indicates a limit, key Rk will indicate
KL−k. The limit should be relatively large to avoid reaching RL = KL−L = M .
On the contrary, when the limit increases, the computation time increases too.
However, some of the intermediate hashes can be cached as in rainbow tables [7].
The number of intermediate caches is a trade-off between computation time and
storage.

Similar to cryptographic hash chain, an indexed symmetric key generator can
be defined with a few modifications. The exclusive or (XOR) of the master key
M and an index t is fed to the hash function to produce a symmetric key Ot, i.e.
Ot = hash(M ⊕ t). Remark that the key is not dependent on any other indexed
key and the index is not necessarily a counter. A timestamp can function as well
as any ordered index.

2.2 Assumptions

Some assumptions were made through the text for readability. Cryptographic
hash functions, random number generators, symmetric cryptosystems and asym-
metric cryptosystems are assumed to be flawless in the proposed scheme. All
entities have valid proofs of their identities and their qualifications. The com-
munication channels are secure and authenticated.

Patients use a certified trusted device with communication, encryption and
key management capabilities. Although such devices can manage many patient
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profiles and many healthcare providers based on their settings, devices will be
limited to one user and one provider for the sake of clarity in the rest of the
text. Note that the protocols show only the main success scenarios.

Moreover, the security and privacy of the PMI kept in the GHIs or statis-
tic institutions are intentionally left out of scope, as we assume CHPs as the
application domain.

3 Proposed Scheme

3.1 Privacy Requirements

PMI stored in the database must be unidentifiable. Otherwise, identifiable PMI
can be sold to third parties (e.g. to an insurance company) or rumours and
speculations about a patient can be spread.

PMI records of the same patient must be able to be linked for certain purposes. If
the PMI of a unique patient is not complete, physicians cannot see the full picture
during diagnosis and treatment. Moreover, researchers and statisticians often
study unidentifiable PMI to point out correlations between patient behaviour,
diseases and epidemics.

Physicians and patient-physician relationships must remain hidden. The scheme
must consider not only the patients’ but also the physicians’ privacy concerns.
Besides, the relationship between a patient and a specific physician can disclose
sensitive information. For instance, if a patient is seeing an oncologist more often
than before, his or her disease can be easily guessed.

3.2 Access Control Requirements

Break-the-glass procedures. Emergency physicians rely on the medical history
during an emergency action. If the PMI cannot be accessed, emergency physi-
cians can make erroneous decisions.

PMI must be accessible for statistical purposes. Statisticians must be able to
access PMI records without knowing the PMI records’ owners’ identities. In this
type of access, PMI records can be read in bulk by the statisticians.

PMI access must be administered and monitored fairly. The data holder that
keeps the PMI must not allow uncertified entities to access the PMI. A non-
repudiable, fair and independent logging mechanism must record the user’s ac-
tions and requests.

Patient-physician relationships must be handled easily. As the relationships be-
tween the physicians and the patients are subject to change over time the scheme
must offer an efficient and dynamic mechanism to manage relationships.
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3.3 Setting

In the proposed solution, the patients and physicians are pseudonymous. The
PMI which is kept in the commercial databases is encrypted with two different
symmetric keys and these keys are inaccessible to the CHPs. Thus, the CHPs can
only see the obfuscated PMI content. However, physicians, emergency physicians
and statisticians must have access to the PMI. In the scheme, two trusted parties
manage key distribution They reveal the required keys to privileged entities.

One symmetric key is for fulfilling privacy requirements related to the patient-
physician relationships. This key and its index are updated at each change of the
relationships. Even after the key is updated, the current key allows to compute
older keys. It allows the physicians to decrypt previous PMI records.

The other symmetric key is used to control the PMI access. This key’s index is
the current timestamp. These symmetric keys cannot be computed with respect
to any other timestamp. Thus, any entity must retrieve the required key from
the monitoring entity to access PMI.

3.4 Entities

In the prototype implementation, each entity is assigned exactly one role. It al-
lows to clearly separate responsibilities and increases modularity. This separation
is at the design level: multiple responsibilities can be taken by a trusted party
or a single responsibility can be shared among a set of entities in a real-world
application:

– Human actors are (P) the patient, (D) the physician, (E) the emergency
physician, and (S) the statistician.

– Trusted parties are (I) the identity provider, which generates pseudonyms,
(R) the registrar, which keeps track of the patient physician relationships,
and (O) the observer, which controls access to PMI.

Fig. 1. Protocols and entities involved in the protocols
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Table 1. Symbols and notation used in the protocols

X Regular certificate of X X Pseudonym certificate of X

δX Private key of certificate X εX Public key of certificate X
MRX Master relation key of X MOX Master observation key of X

RX
k kth relation key of X OX

t Observation key of X at time t

Xs Subject of certificate X PrX Proof of X’s qualification

signδ(m) Signature of m with key δ encK(m) Encryption of m with key K

RelXY Proof of relationship between patient X and physician Y

DataX
k,t PMI record of X with relation index k and observation index t

ExpX
k,t Explanation for the corresponding PMI record

X
X,Y−−→ Y A channel that is mutually authenticated with certificates X and Y

– The data holder is the company (C), which keeps patients’ PMI. Each record
in the database consists of at least the owner’s pseudonym, a relation index,
an observation index, an explanation and the data itself. The latter is en-
crypted.

3.5 Protocols

The Physician Receives a Pseudonym Credential. D proves his or her
medical qualifications to I and requests a pseudonym. I creates a pseudonym
certificate and the related qualification for D.

The protocol is shown in Table 2. PrD can be a signed message from an
authority. For instance, PrD can be signδGHI (‘D has a valid medical diploma’).
Similarly D defines the pseudonym certificate of D. It is signed by I to prove
there exists a binding between the real identity and the pseudonym.

The Patient Receives a Pseudonym Credential. Upon P’s request, I cre-
ates a pseudonym and sends a certificate that includes the pseudonym to P. P
creates master keys and then sends them to both R and O.

Table 2. The physician receives a pseudonym credential

1. D
D,I−−→ I εD, signδD (PrD)

2. I
I,D−−→ D D, PrD

Table 3. The patient receives a pseudonym credential

1. P
P,I−−→ I εP , signδP (P )

2. I
I,P−−→ P P

3. P
P,R−−→ R MRP

4. P
P,O−−→ O MOP
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Table 4. Forming a patient-physician relationship

1. P
P,D−−→ D k, RP

k, RelPD

2. P
P,R−−→ R k

Table 5. The patient sends data

1. P
P,C−−→ C encRP

k
(encOP

t
(DataP

k,t)), ExpP

k,t

2. P
P,O−−→ O t

The protocol is shown step by step in Table 3. In the table, P defines the
pseudonym certificate of P . MRP defines the master relation key and MOP

defines the master observation key.
MRP is used as the master key of a cryptographic hash chain by R. Thus, older

relation keys can be extracted from the last relation key. MOP is used as the
master key of an indexed symmetric key generator by O. Thus, an observation
key cannot be extracted from another observation key or timestamp.

Creating a Patient-Physician Relationship. Since we assume that P and D
have met previously and they have decided to form a relationship, the protocol
is initiated by P. P sends the proof of their relationship right after the authenti-
cation. He or she updates his or her relation key at each run of this protocol and
shares it and its index with D. The index of the relation key is also submitted
to R.

The protocol is shown in Table 4 step by step. signδP(‘Ps has a relationship
with Ds till April 21, 2011.’) is an example of how RelP

D
can be instantiated.

Then, P calculates the RP

k based on his or her master relation key and sends the
current relation key together with its index. The latest index is sent to R as a
countermeasure against malicious physicians to prevent them to ask R for future
relation keys.

The proposed scheme supports multiple physicians related with the same pa-
tient. In that case, the relation key must be updated for each newly formed
relationship to achieve forward secrecy1. If P forms a new relationship when
he or she already has relationships with other physicians, a newly created re-
lation key must be distributed to the other physicians. There are two options
to distribute the key. (1) P himself distributes the updated key to each related
physician. (2) The relation key is not distributed at once. When a physician re-
alizes that the relation key is updated (when he or she cannot decrypt the fresh
PMI records anymore), he or she requests the key from R.

The Patient Submits Data to the Company Database. The data gathered
by P’s sink is submitted to the company database in regular intervals as shown
in Table 5. Since every access to PMI is definitely logged by O, PMI records do
1 In this context, forward secrecy means that former physicians of a patient cannot

access newly created PMI.
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Table 6. The physician queries the PMI

1. D
D,C−−→ C Ps, ‘query’, PrD, RelPD

2. C
C,D−−→ D ∀k∀t ExpP

k,t, k, t

Table 7. The physician accesses the PMI

1. D
D,O−−→ O Ps, k, t, [access], PrD, RelPD

2. O Observer logs D, t, [access]

3. O
O,D−−→ D OP

t

4. D
D,C−−→ C Ps, k, t, [request], PrD, RelPD

5. C
C,D−−→ D [response]

not need to be signed, yet they are encrypted twice. The symmetric keys used
for encryption are RP

k that indicates P’s kth relation key and OP

t that indicates
P’s tth observation key. It should be noted that, any record that belongs to P
can be uniquely identified with k and t. The value t is the current timestamp
and used as an index to calculate the current observation key. The explanation
is kept in plain text to ease querying the PMI records.

PMI Query by the Physician. The query protocol is straightforward. D
directly requests explanations from C. C responds with a set of explanations.
The protocol is shown in Table 6. As D receives the explanation and the indexes
during this protocol, he or she can access any relevant data afterwards.

PMI Access by the Physician. D can both read and write to the database.
The read action can be exemplified by receiving previous records and the write
action can be a submission of a consultation after D diagnoses P in person.

During the protocol, D sends the required proofs to O and requests permission.
If the proofs are valid, O releases the appropriate observation key after logging
the access. O keeps track of the index of the observation keys. Therefore it does
not send the corresponding observation key if D is asking for a future or non-
existing key. However, t is accepted and recorded by O where the access type is
‘write’ and t is the current timestamp.

In Table 7, [access] indicates the access type, i.e. ‘write’, [request] indicates any
appropriate request, i.e. write(encRP

k
(encOP

t
(DataP

k,t)), ExpP

k,t), and [response]
indicates any appropriate response, i.e. boolean true.

Ending a Patient-Physician Relationship. The necessity of a relationship
ending protocol depends on the aforementioned key distribution options in the
“forming a patient-physician relationship” protocol shown in 3.5. (1) If the re-
lation keys are distributed by P, a protocol will not be necessary, as the former
physician will never receive the updated relation key. (2) In the second option,
the relation keys are distributed by R. If this option is chosen, P sends the for-
mer physician’s pseudonym to R and, accordingly, R manages a revocation list
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and denies relation key requests of the former physician even if the proof of the
relationship he or she holds is still valid.

It should be noted, the former physician can still have access to P’s former
PMI records2 after the relation key is updated. If the former physician keeps the
required keys, he or she will be able to query and retrieve P’s former PMI records
from the company database while the proof of the relationship he or she holds
is still valid. This access is licit as former records have been seen before. Still, it
can be easily avoided by managing another revocation list at the company side.
In that case, P must send the former physician’s pseudonym also to C.

Emergency PMI Access by the Emergency Physician. Likewise a related
physician, an emergency physician needs read and write access to the PMI.
During an emergency, an emergency physician could learn only the real identity
of a patient. Accordingly, E needs to obtain P’s pseudonym to access his or
her PMI stored in the company database. The protocol is straightforward: E
obtains the pseudonym, queries the company database, receives P’s last relation
key from R and required observation keys from O, and finally, accesses the PMI.

Statistical PMI Access by the Statistician. Statistical access protocol con-
sists of the following steps: S queries the company database for all patients, and
receives patients’ last relation keys from R and required observation keys from
O. Finally, he or she accesses the PMI.

4 Evaluation

Evaluation of the Requirements. The PMI is stored in the company database.
From the company’s point of view, a pseudonym is assigned to each PMI record
and the PMI’s content is inaccessible. Hence, the company cannot link stored
PMI to an identity. Yet, the medical history of a unique patient can be linked. Au-
thorized entities can access the PMI. Patients and privileged physicians can re-
trieve pseudonyms from the identity provider. Their relationships are also based
on their pseudonyms. Emergency physicians can also access any patient’s PMI
with a valid proof of their duty. PMI is also accessible for statistical purposes.
Statisticians can access any patient’s PMI with a valid proof of their duty. Logs
by the observer allow to keep track of PMI access. Finally, the relationships can
be updated according to the aforementioned protocols.

Evaluation of the Security and Privacy properties. According to the data access
requirements of the entities and the keys used for encrypting the PMI, some
attacks can be designed. Under previously mentioned assumptions, paths to the
PMI of a specific patient are shown in Figure 2. Four different paths can be
determined to access any PMI record in the company database. The first one
is asking the patient himself, which hardly is a threat against patient’s privacy.
Two other possibilities are corrupting the physician or the emergency physician.
2 The records that the former physician has created or the records that were created

before the former physician’s treatment.
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Fig. 2. Possible paths to identify a PMI record

However, even if these parties can be corrupted, the proposed scheme will still log
their actions and the corrupted parties can be detected. The last option requires
the corruption of several entities to retrieve the encrypted PMI, to decrypt it
and to link the data to the patient. In this case, the logging is not possible as
the entity that does the logging is also corrupted. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to
form a coalition with four independent entities.

The proposed scheme also hides the relationships between the patients and
the physicians. The relationship of two identities can only be seen if the identity
provider and one of the other entities collaborate.

Besides, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks can be easily identified within the
scheme while the secure communication channel assumption holds. When a party
refuses to cooperate, other parties can distinguish the malicious party. For in-
stance, if the company refuses to record the PMI appropriately, the observer’s
logs expose such a misbehaviour. If the observer refuses to provide the required
keys, human actors suddenly notice the non-functional entity.

5 Related Work

Efforts through rule-based, service-oriented or ontology-based smart homes are
on the scene for a while [17]. Besides, ambient assistance living systems [11] [12]
tend to join these efforts. Both of these areas focus on building healthcare at
home but they do not thoroughly study security and privacy problems. In addi-
tion, some work has already been done for secure and privacy-friendly medical
data collection [14] [10]. However, not offering all of the features enlisted here.

Privacy preserving access control systems have been studied around databa-
ses for several decades [2]. Yet, this area is not explored especially for medical
databases, on which [9] conducts a survey. For Hippocratic databases, which are
appropriate for privacy-preserving secure medical data storage, [1] can be seen.

Digital pseudonyms and anonymous credentials, which emerged with [5] and
developed seriously in time [3] [4], are other related research areas.
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A similar approach has been shown in [6], which will be compared with the
proposed scheme to emphasize the differences. First, in contrast to the proposed
scheme, the PMI records are not encrypted in the former study. In [6], the PMI
records are kept in plain text with an index only known to the physicians with
whom the patient has a relationship. Therefore, to query the database and fetch
the record, the obfuscated index, which points the actual record, must be known.
On the contrary, in the proposed scheme, the PMI record is encrypted. Second,
the former study introduces anonymous credentials, however the anonymous
credential system is used as a pseudonymous system. Moreover, each access to
the PMI records requires a heavy ‘credential show’ method which typically runs
up to a few seconds. In contrast, the proposed scheme directly uses pseudo-
nyms and symmetric cryptography and it is not noted that an access takes more
than a few milliseconds in the prototype implementation. In general, cryptologic
building blocks used in the proposed scheme are lightweight. Unfortunately, a
quantitative comparison could not be carried out as the former system has not
been implemented. Third, the former system requires a new credential when
a relationship is ended, which enforces credential revocation. In the proposed
scheme, such a credential or pseudonym update is not necessary. Fourth, the
former system dependent to RSA, as it uses some of its distinct features. The
proposed scheme is prepared to be generic and independent from any partic-
ular cryptosystem. Fifth, in the former system, access control and logging are
done by different entities at different levels which renders liabilities fuzzy and
makes corruption detection difficult. In comparison with the former, the pro-
posed scheme clearly distinguishes the responsibilities of partakers. If there is
a conflict, the entities’ logs clearly point at the step where the problem has
occurred.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented a solution to store commercial medical data. The proposed
scheme preserves patients’ and physicians’ privacy. The entities’ responsibilities
in the scheme are derived from the requirements and their clear cut separa-
tion makes the architecture generic. The users and their PMI have been kept
pseudonymous while break-the-glass procedures are possible. Non-identifying
but linkable PMI records allow statistical data mining. The dynamic nature
of patient-physician relationship management makes the scheme more applica-
ble. The observer, which has the responsibility to collect evidence, keeps the
audits of the actions that take place in the system. Therefore, possible conflicts
can be resolved by jurisdiction. Finally, the concept is proven by a prototype
implementation. As a result, our scheme has offered a convenient and generic
solution to the commercial medical data storage problem. Our work is currently
under inspection by a Belgian commercial eHealth enterprise.
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